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176LuDS. Walter, F. Stedile, J.J. Carroll, C. Fransen, G. Friessner, N. Hollmann, H. von Garrel, J. Jolie,O. Karg, F. Käppeler, U. Kneissl, C. Kohstall, P. von Neumann-Cosel, A. Linnemann, D. Müher,N. Pietralla, H.H. Pitz, G. RUSEV, M. Shek, C. Sholl, R. SCHWENGNER, V. Werner, K. WisshakPublished in Phys. Rev. C 75 (2007) 034301, 1-6The quasistable odd-odd-mass nuleus 176Lu is of spe-ial interest in nulear struture physis and, more-over, in nulear astrophysis. This isotope is one ofthe only nine known stable or quasistable naturallyourring odd-odd mass nulei. It has a ground-statespin of Jπ

0 = 7− (K = 7) and deays by β− deay witha hal�ife of about 4 ·1010 a [1, 2℄ to 176Hf. In addition,a low-lying Jπ = 1−, K = 0 isomer ours in 176Lu atan exitation energy of 122.9 keV with a hal�ife of only3.635 h, whih deays also by β−-transitions to 176Hf.Suh large spin di�erenes of low-lying levels are om-mon features in heavy odd-odd nulei and originatefrom aligned and antialigned ouplings of the unpairedprotons and neutrons in high-spin Nilsson orbits. Inthe ase of 176Lu these orbits are the π7/2+[404℄ and
ν7/2−[514℄ orbits [3℄. Beause of the long hal�ife of 40Ga and the fat that the isotope is shielded against anr-proess synthesis, 176Lu was suggested to be an ap-propriate s-proess hronometer [4, 5, 6℄. However, an-swering the question to what extent 176Lu may serve asa osmi lok or represents rather a stellar thermome-ter is ompliated beause of its nulear struture anddepends ritially on a possible photoexitation of the1− isomer and its subsequent short-lived 3.635 h β-deay within the photon bath of a stellar s-proesssenario [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄. Therefore, the eletromag-neti oupling between the ground state and the low-lying isomeri state via low-lying intermediate states(IS) is of fundamental importane for the nuleosyn-thesis of 176Lu and for tests of stellar models [6, 12, 13℄.The possible oupling of these states is illustrated inFig. 1. IS an be determined from the kinks in the yieldurves observed in photoativation experiments usingbremsstrahlung photon beams (see, e.g., Ref. [14℄).However, in suh experiments the energy determina-tion is limited to an auray of about 30 keV. Onthe other hand, in photon-sattering experiments theexitation energies of suh IS an be measured withauraies of better than 1 keV.Photon-sattering experiments on 176Lu were per-formed at the bremsstrahlung faility of the StuttgartUniversity [15℄. Measurements using eletron beams of2.3 and 3.1 MeV delivered by the Dynamitron aelera-tor were arried out to ahieve an optimum sensitivity,in partiular in the low-energy range of astrophysialinterest.As a result of the present experiments a total of 29transitions in 176Lu have been found in the energyrange from 1.3 MeV to 2.9 MeV and their transition

strengths have been determined. For the lowest pro-posed IS at 838.6 keV an upper limit for the sattering-ross setion integral of Is < 1.5 eVb, orresponding toa minimum lifetime of τ ≈ 1.5 ps an be given. Thislimit is onsistent with the result of a GRID measure-ment [9℄.

Fig. 1 Level sheme showing a possible oupling betweenthe ground state of 176Lu and the isomer at 122.9 keV viathe IS at 838.6 keV with a spin of 5− and quantum number
K = 4
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